
On her recent visit to New York City, the Duchess of Cambridge took the

opportunity to meet one of her long-time admirers, the noted author of

transgender fiction, Amanda Hawkins. Hawkins, though nominally male,

often presents as female and has modelled the style of her own hair on

Kate’s signature flowing mane. Kate expressed her surprise at the uncanny

resemblance (see photo) and stated, “It’s terribly flattering. For her to feel

so strongly about me to change her image like that… really, I could not be

more pleased. I mean, we could be sisters—don’t you think?”

Ms. HawkinÊs fiction revolves around

the dual themes of cross-dressing and

gender transformation, with an empha-

sis on identity and the nature of gender

itself. She feels that feminine hair-

styles are especially important to

cross-dressers, both as a means of sig-

nalling a female identity to others, and

as the signature moment in oneÊs own

transformation from man to woman.

Kate agreed with this, citing her own

iconic hairstyle as evidence. „Every

time I have my own hair done, itÊs like

a transformation for me as well. I can

only imagine how powerful that could

be for someone like Amanda.‰

The ÂChelsea blowoutÊ styling method

has increased in popularity since Kate

joined the British royal family, among

men as well as women. Hawkins is far

from alone in her devotion to the style,

although she has taken it further than

most; first with fused hair extensions,

then by growing out her own hair and

having it styled to match KateÊs.

The result speaks eloquently for itself.

Transgender fiction has also gained in

popularity in recent years, in spite of

residing beyond the bounds of the tra-

ditional literary world. This has been

driven by a profusion of fan fiction on

the internet, and the ease of electronic

publishing on Web sites like Amazon.

Quality control does remain an issue,

with a noticeable lack of editorial

oversight. Hawkins has managed to

distinguish herself in this regard, as

she has drawn on her background as

a copy editor to produce fiction that

meets professional standards in

both editing and presentation. Her

recent collection of short stories,

Acceptance, which made a very

brief appearance on the New York

TimesÊ Best Seller list·the first

work of transgender fiction to do

so·is testimony to the dedication

Hawkins brings to her craft.

Kate confessed to never having read

transgender fiction in the past, but

upon being presented with an auto-

graphed copy of Acceptance she

vowed „that will soon change. If her

writing is half as lovely as her hair,

it will certainly be well worth the

effort.‰ After her literary encounter,

Kate continued her tour with a visit
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